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Republiek NL

InterimPrimeMinister - Legal truth - NL - USA - Russia - Japan
- Iran - NorthKorea
in BREXIT-ICC-lies.

Japan,
I must send this email for a 2nd time, now NL-politicial
parties are against the EPA-treaty.

I do agree with the EU- Japan Freetrade-treaty.
And i am the InterimPrimeMinister for Japan.... .

However, the manipulations by the EU must stop.
EU-politicians - Presidents - Embassadors only radiate
one behavioral-patters, namely:
'We ignore the UN charter - Torturetreaty - Humanright
treaties in order to have Freedom to Murder in our
private life & highlevel labourcontract'.

In NL, crime is expanding up North.
Police - Defence-top - Parliament - King - Lobby 'want to
make clear to the whole World that they are - and stay above the law.

I have Wannacry-hackers on my phone 3 times a week.
Teasing me: they address me as if I am family....
They don't hack me... They hack the industry,
Hackers call me 'with a family attitude'.
They know that I don't fall into their traps, but they want
me to know that they all understand the DictatorshipNL RepublicNL.

And....
I put on the Tv.
CNN broadcasts a Docu on MichealFlynn, full topic.

It looks hard & filthy.... but its better for the people and
the national security to put everything in the clear.
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In Holland, the same hel is moving in the Dirty Hidden
Lobby = far more dangerous.... People live in agony and
can't defend themselves.

President Abe must shut up.
The Japan-embassador in Thehague must be replaced
with a person who residences in RepublicNL.

Theybring Japan in crime.

https://www.eu-japan.eu/information-request
The EU-Future-proof-treaty must be officially
acknowleged as a real treaty put into power via UNSG,
by IPM DesireeStokkel.
BREXIt = history thanks to my EU - Future-prooftreaty... but TMay can't pronouns the words.
Which is stupid, now that is an ICClawcase against BlairCameron- TMay- Davis - Queen Elizabeth - Nato UK politicians.

The EU-Japan Freetrade relationship must be
anchored in the Arbitration-courtsystem, put into
power by me via UNSG to.

Meaning: Every conflict that springs from EPA - EuJapan must be put on the desk of an Arbitration-courtjudge in Japan or EU-memberstate first.
Depending on the terrotory where the conflict runs.

The EU must re-anchor the EU-CourtofJustice and ECHR
in the new EU-Arbitration-courtsystem.
This EU-court providesin an Appeal-procedure when the
Arbitration-court-procedure on National Territory fails to
stop the conflict.

DesireeStokkel
InterimMinisterPresident NL, per18nov2016.
Geregeld / Organized via UNSGguterres.

Rechtsgeldig bewijs op / Legally valid evidence on:

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/
https://www.republiek-nederland-18nov2016.com/
https://www.criminelerechters-criminal-judges.com/
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http://www.nieuwswet-newslaw.org/

Only email me when you operate legally correct:
UN Charter - Torturetreaty - Humanright treaties Constitution - National Law.
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